COME CLOSER.
CARE INSTRUCTIONS
ANIMALS “SEE” WITH THEIR NOSE!

CARING FOR THE ERGOTARN® FILTER:

But now you can be virtually “invisible” to wild game. The
PLEASE UNZIP THE ERGOTARN FILTER AND REMOVE IT
innovative ERGOTARN® scent filter greatly reduces the human FROM THE OUTER MATERIAL BEFORE CARING FOR IT!
scent!
WASHING (please only wash the filter if it is dirty):
HOW THE FILTER WORKS
40° C gentle wash cycle, only fill the washing machine
Every article in the OUTFOX® collection featuring ERGOTARN® drum to 2/3 of its capacity and ensure that the water
level is sufficiently high.
is fitted with a high-performance filter that adsorbs and
reliably traps odorous molecules.
DETERGENT:
This is done by millions of tiny pure carbon beads laminated
Our recommendation: OUTFOX WASH (see below)!
onto a durable polyester knitted fabric.
ONLY USE MILD DETERGENTS, ideally unscented and
These beads adsorb any form of odour, and they do so in a
containing no whiteners. DO NOT USE FABRIC
purely biological way. The advantage of this technology is the SOFTENER.
filter’s high level of air permeability, ensuring a high level of
RINSING:
comfort when wearing the items.
Rinse twice thoroughly after washing.
This is better than simply blocking odours with film inlays that
SPINNING:
naturally lead to reduced air permeability in the fabric.
Medium spinning cycle, approximately 500 rpm.
And in contrast to other scent-reducing materials, there are
CHLORINE:
absolutely no health-related concerns or skin compatibility
DO NOT USE ANY CHLORINE BLEACHES!
problems with the ERGOTARN® filter.
HANDLING INSTRUCTIONS
To make sure that you can enjoy your OUTFOX® collection
article for a long time to come and the function of the
ERGOTARN® filter is not diminished, we recommend that you
handle and care for your article as follows:
•

Ensure that your OUTFOX® clothing is not exposed to any
unnecessary odours when wearing or during storage.

•

As far as possible, only wear the clothing for its intended
outdoor purpose.

•

•

•

IRONING:
Iron at medium temperature (max. 150° C), avoid
heavy pressing, do not curl or change shape.
DRY CLEANING:
Not suitable for dry cleaning!
DRYING:
Can be dried in dryers at medium temperature.

REGENERATION:
After 50-100 days of hunting-related use, we
recommend that you run the filter through a drying
Store the clothing in the most odour-neutral way possible, cycle in a conventional dryer at a medium setting to
perhaps in a suitable bag or box. Make sure the clothing is “offload” the odours trapped within it.
completely dry before storage!
(Facemask an d Balaklava after 20 days of use)
It is not necessary to wash the filter for its
Turning the clothing inside-out provides extra odour
protection, since odours then first come into contact with regeneration!
the filter and are neutralised. This protects the clothing’s
outer material, which is folded onto the inside.
When possible, dry the outer material in the fresh air. If
this is not possible, then hang it out to dry indoors in the
most odour-neutral area available. Dryers can also be used
(see the sewn-in Care Instructions label), but are less
gentle on the material.
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